“We set up and, after only
three hours of fishing,
I’d managed to land four
carp and it continued this
way throughout the rest
of the night”
(we were so excited we got there a day earlier
than planned) Tracey suggested that we stay in
the B&B for the night so that we could make a
fresh start in the morning. This we did, and after a
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The Fishing
After our initial chat with Andy and Tracey, we
were taken on a tour of the lake and its facilities
and I must say we were very impressed.
Everything we needed was close to hand and

easily accessible from the lake. The lake had a
certain feel about it, it was like an old English
estate lake and naturally, by this time, we were
itching to wet a line. Due to the time of our arrival
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scarce either! To add to this, the lake contains
some beautifully shaped and scaled doubles.
The owners have obviously thought about the
future of the fishery and the growth rates of the
carp in the lake is astounding; the fish all fight
like demons and are in immaculate condition.
A few big grass carp are present but rarely get
caught. There are no nuisance species and only
one catfish in the lake.
All in all, Etang de Brigueuil is definitely a lake
that is going places. Whether it’s your first fishing
trip abroad, or you just fancy a change, then
I would seriously recommend you get yourself
booked in at Brigueuil.

good night’s sleep we were told that Andy would
take our gear round to our swims via quad bike
and trailer! (A service that is offered to all anglers
and is free of charge.) After a decent-sized
breakfast of egg and bacon and a coffee or two,
Dave and I headed off to our pegs, where fishery
owner Andy was waiting with our gear.
We were booked into Pegs 10 and 11 for the
week so, to make it fair, Dave and I had agreed in
advance that a coin-toss would decide who went
where. We’d also agreed that after three nights
we would swap swims just to make things a bit
more interesting and to give each other an equal
chance. I won the toss and chose Peg 11, due to
the fact that I could see loads of carp held up in
the pads.
We set up and, after only three hours of fishing,
I’d managed to land four carp and it continued
this way throughout the rest of the night. I decided
to bait little and often, fishing for one carp at a
time, similar to how I fish in the UK.
Dave was in Peg 10 and had decided to do
things a bit differently to me. He put out a fairsized bed of bait between two sets of pads in the
hope of stopping any passing carp. This worked,
and on our second night Dave landed three 30lb+
carp with 35lb.8oz being the biggest.
As we’d not fished in France before we had no
preconceived ideas, but had decided on taking
enough bait, just in case. This mainly consisted
of Bait-Tech Super Seed Hemp and Particle Mix
with Tutti, Scopex, and Strawberry Maize. We’d
also taken about 25kg of Bait-Tech (Nige Sharp)
boilies in 14mm and 18mm and added about
20kg of various-sized pellets.
Dave’s heavy and accurate baiting seemed to be
paying off and he caught a few more to upper-20s
from Peg 10. Because the bites in my swim had
slowed down I decided that I’d try heavier baiting
and proceeded to give ’em a bit with the help of
Tracey and her boat! Tracey and Andy offer a baiting
service where they come out in a boat so you can
find a spot, drop a marker, and then bait it.
The biggest of our
trip, dave with a
35lb.8 stunner.

This thick set upper 20
Scrapped like a right bruiser.

Like a torpedo, she
fought like one too.

INTERNATIONAL CARPER

Accurate baiting
paid off on the trip.
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